PES Outstanding Chapter Awards for Large and Small Chapters for the 2008 program year:

Large Chapter Winner: Pittsburgh [Chapter Chair - Andrew M. Novotny] - $1000
Runner Up - North Jersey [Chapter Chair - Ronald Quade] - $250
Runner Up – New Delhi [Chapter Chair - Bhim Singh] - $250

Small Chapter Winner: Hong Kong [Chapter Chair - C. Y. Chung] - $1000
Runner Up - Costa Rica [Chapter Chair - Juan C. Montero] - $250
Runner Up - Panama [Chapter Chair - Leonardo Pérez] - $250

2008 Membership Contest Winners:
Large Chapters category >100 members:
First Place: Vancouver Chapter 23% [Chapter Chair - Meliha Selak/Glen Tang] - $1000
Second Place: Pittsburgh Chapter 11% [Chapter Chair - Andrew M. Novotny] - $500
Third Place: Phoenix Chapter 10% [Chapter Chair - Barbara McMinn] - $250

For the Small Chapter category <= 100 members:
First Place: Costa Rica Chapter 72% [Chapter Chair - Juan Carlos Montero] - $1000
Second Place: Hyderabad Chapter 22% [Chapter Chair - Venketesha Akilan] - $500
Third Place: Romania Chapter 17% [Chapter Chair - Mircea Eremia] - $250

2008 PES Chapter Awards for High Performing Chapter Program (HPCP):
- Vancouver Chapter - $1000
- Hong Kong Chapter - $950
- New York/Long Island Chapter - $900
- Malaysia Chapter - $900
- Richland Chapter - $900
- Alabama Chapter - $850
- Costa Rica Chapter - $850
- North Jersey Chapter - $850
- Delhi Chapter - $800
- Morelos Chapter - $800
- Pittsburgh Chapter - $800
- Singapore Chapter - $750
- Baltimore Chapter - $700
- Hyderabad Chapter - $700
- Peru Chapter - $650
- Thailand Chapter - $650
- Bangladesh Chapter - $600
- Greece Chapter - $600
- Panama Chapter - $600
- Honduras Chapter - $550
- Austin (Central Texas) - $400
- Bombay Chapter - $400
- Nanjing Chapter - $300
- Ottawa Chapter - $300
- San Francisco Chapter - $300
- Kolkata Chapter - $250
- Argentina Chapter - $200
- Guadalajara Chapter - $200
2008 Website Contest Winners:

First Place: **Pittsburgh Chapter** [Andrew Novotny - CC, Andrew Novotny - Webmaster] - **$1000**
Second Place: **Singapore Chapter** [Dipti Srinivasan - CC, Mr. Kian Hoong Kwan – Webmaster] - **$500**
Third Place (tie): **Atlanta Chapter** [Keith Harley - CC, Greg Henry - Webmaster] - **$250**
**Costa Rica Chapter** [Juan Carlos Montero-CC, Freddy Vargas Richmond  -Webmaster] - **$250**

PES 125th anniversary: Recognition and Award "Best Chapter Performance Last Decade":

Large Chapter: **New York & Long Island Chapter** - Ajoy Das
Large Chapter: **Pittsburgh Chapter** - Mey Sen
Large Chapter: **Delhi Chapter** - Bhim Singh

Small Chapter: **Kolkata Chapter** - Sivaji Chakravorti
Small Chapter: **Panama Chapter** - Adalina Aguilar
Small Chapter: **Uruguay Chapter** - Marcelo Castelli
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